Spotlight

It has arrived…the EPD
for North American-made
ceramic tile
Making its debut at Coverings 2014, the North American ceramic tile EPD
(Environmental Product Declaration) is the newest tool for sustainable design and
understanding ceramic tile’s environmental footprint
by Bill Griese, LEED AP, TCNA Standards Development & Green Initiative Manager, and
Heather Gadonniex, LEED AP BD+C, PE International

T

he next chapter in specifying
sustainable flooring is here.
Specifiers and other building design and construction
industry professionals seeking sustainable flooring options can now look to
the North American ceramic tile EPD
(Environmental Product Declaration),
the first in the industry, to evaluate and
understand ceramic tile’s environmental footprint. An EPD is a report that
quantifies the environmental impacts
of a product throughout its lifecycle. It
contains information about a product’s
carbon footprint and resource depletion
potential, among other things.
An EPD is not intended to be a claim
of environmental superiority. Rather, it
is similar in concept to nutrition reporting. An EPD tells a product’s complete
environmental story in a standardized
format that allows products to be compared to each other, much as nutritional
labels allow food products to be compared. As a result, EPDs have become
increasingly popular, a “must-have” for
some, because they provide the detail
The North American ceramic tile EPD applies to
over 95% of the tile produced in North America,
so there are many options to select from when
transparency is desired.
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• Having submitted data for the composite EPD, participating manufacturers will start to develop and release
Learn More About the Tile EPD at From the Article Authors at Coverings. LEED v4
product-specific EPDs, which will
and its Relevance to Tile: April 30, 2014; 9:15 to 10:15 a.m.
qualify those products to additionally
Breaking News: Announcing an Environmental Product Declaration for Tile: April 29,
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2014; 1:45 to 2:45 p.m. Information will also be available at the TCNA booth (#9061)
and other green building standards/
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• The sustainability and environmental
impacts of North American tiles can
be directly compared to other flooring
products that have an EPD.
• Transparency and technical detail on
the sustainability of North American
tiles, based on industry-wide lifecycle
data, will be available for the first time.
This is being requested by the green
building community.
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The tile EPD is based principally on a
lifecycle assessment (LCA), which addresses
myriad aspects of ceramic tile: sourcing and
extraction of raw materials; manufacturing
processes; health, safety and environmental aspects of production and installation;
production waste; product delivery considerations like distances to typical markets;
use and maintenance of the flooring; and
end of product life options such as reuse,
repurposing and disposal.
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